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The simple present tense 

Remember that the simple present tense usually adds s after he, she or it: he thinks. she knows the answer. It helps. 

Rewrite these sentences in the singular: 

 
Example: These boys like the books you gave them. 

                     This boy likes the book you gave him. 

1. These flowers grow wherever the gardeners plant them. 
This flower grows wherever the gardener 
plants it. 

2. The girls think that the boys know the answer. 
The girl thinks that the boy knows the 
answer.  

3. After the parents go away, the young birds wait for them 
to return. 

After the parent goes away, the young bird 
waits for it to return.  

4. Every day the little girls go to school. They greet their 
teacher and the lesson beign.They listen carefully to their 
teacher and always do what they are told. Sometimes they 
read to their teacher and sometimes they sit quietly 
reading by themselves. They like drawing things and they 
spend a lot of time doing this. 

Every day the little girl goes to school. She 
greets her teacher and the lesson begins. 
She listens carefully to her teacher and 
always does what she is told. Sometimes 
she reads to her teacher and sometimes 
she sits quietly reading by herself. She likes 
drawing things and she spends a lot of time 
doing this.  

5. My brothers want to become Boy Scout. They say that 
scouts have fun hiking and camping and that they learn a 
great many useful things. I think that my brothers also like 
the uniform, but I let them they must wait they are a little 
older. 

My brother wants to become a Boy Scout. 
He says that a Scout has great fun hiking 
and camping and that he learns a great 
many useful things. I think that my brother 
also likes the uniform, but I tell him that he 
must wait until he is a little older.  

6. The boys who live next door go to my school but they walk 
to school and I go by bus. They play tennis in the evening 
and they often ask me to join them. They help me with my 
homework sometimes when they know how to do it. They 
seem very nice and I hope they stay here for a long time. 

The boy who lives next door goes to my 
school, but he walks to school and I go by 
bus. He plays tennis in the evenings and he 
often asks me to join him. He helps me with 
my homework sometimes when he knows 
how to do it. He seems very nice and I hope 
he stays here for a long time. 

  

 

 



The present tense; simple and continuous 
 

Add the present tense, simple or continuous, of the verbs given: 

 

1. Some people................. (think) that the earth is flat, and I 

....................(expect) that there are some people 

who.....................(believe) that the sun...............(move) round 

the earth. 

think; expect; believe; 

moves 

2. ‘Can you hear what the teacher................? (say)?’.....’yes, he 

..........(explain) that if you .........(pour) sulphuric acid on to zinc, 

hydrogen gas .................(appear). 

is saying; is explaining; 

pour; appears 

3. ‘DO you think that the children............... (enjoy) the show?’ ‘Oh, 

yes. They always............ (enjoy) watching acrobats.’ 

are enjoying; enjoy 

4. My cousin............ (stay) with us now. She usually.............(come) 

to stay with us once a year. If you............ (want) to see her, 

she...............(play) in the garden. 

is staying; comes; want; 

is playing 

5. My sister .............(play)the piano well and I..............(learning) to 

play the violin. 

plays; am learning 

6. I.......... (get) up very early usually and .............(have) my 

breakfast before anyone else. 

get; have 

7. He................ (like) watching other people working but I 

...............(not think)that he ............(like) working himself. 

likes; do not think; likes 

8. I............................. think I.......... (smell) something burning. think; smell 

9. I.................. (hear) that you......... (have) a cold. What..........(you 

take) for it? 

hear; have; are you 

taking 

10. I............. (wonder) who............(own) that house. 

It...................... (look) as through some body................(live) in it 

now. 

10. wonder; owns; 

looks; is living 

11. I never...................... (speak) to a person 

who................(listen) to music because I (know) that 

it.......................(disturb) them. 

11. speak; is listening; 

know; disturbs 

12. It is evening now. The sun is............... (set) behind the hills and 

another day.............(come) to an end. Sometime I ................... 

(think) that this..............(be) the  most pleasant part of the day. 

Whenever I can I............ (sit) here alone in the garden and 

12. is setting; is coming; 

think; is; sit; watch; 

comes; plays; prefer; 

are singing; hear; seem; 



..................(watch) the sun setting. Sometime my little 

sister...................(come) here and .............(play) with her toys 

but I ................(prefer) it when I am alone. Tonight the air is 

warm and soft. Some birds..................... (sing) at the bottom of 

the garden and all around me I ..........(hear) the busy chirping of 

insects. The flowers............... (seem) to smell sweeter in the 

evening and I..........(think) that their colours..............(become) 

richer. Now the sun ..................(disappear) and soon it will be 

dark. The air................ (become) a little chilly  and I 

.....................(think) that it is time to go inside. 

think; become; is 

disappearing; is 

becoming; think 

 

 

 

 

 

 


